
Histon & Impington Enterprises

Summary of Pilot Investigation 

In June 2017, following the closure of two shops on the High Street, the Parish Council 
(PC) initiated an investigation into what, if anything, it can do to facilitate a vibrant & 
varied range of traders continuing to serve the needs of the local community.


There are two further strands to this initiative. 
1

To this end, two parish councillors (Helena Perry & Tim Ewbank) conducted exploratory 
interviews with eleven local businesses (listed in Appendix One) with the aim of 
understanding their expectations of the PC.


This short report summarises the views expressed (in anonymised form) and has been 
circulated to all participants. As most to the participants in the survey raised issues that 
were specific to their businesses these are addressed elsewhere. The report also 
identifies the next steps for this initiative.


The report structure follows the six questions that every participant was asked:


1. What could the Parish Council do to help you? 

• Enforcement of parking restrictions along the High Street and especially on the 
junction of Station Rd and High St


• Provision of more bike racks along High Street

• Promotion of local businesses in villages’ marketing materials 

• Have a named contact person on the PC for local enterprises to contact

• Sponsor events aimed at local businesses eg networking or lecture series held on 

PC premises

• Advertise jobs in local businesses in PC publications & on website


2. Is there anything the PC is currently doing that inhibits your business? if so, 
what? 

• Not enforcing parking restrictions & not clearly signing the village carpark, thereby 
reducing footfall along High Street


3. How could the local trading environment be improved? 
• Improve parking provision (see above)

• Improve the visual aspect of the High Street, such as with planters replacing ugly 

bollards.


4. How useful do you think a locally based business network would be?  
• idea was welcomed, with specific interest in local incentive schemes and attracting 

new customers.


 the other two are (1) to improve the visual appeal of the High Street (2) understand the broad 1
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• most participants mentioned having attended the local business networking events 

run by Jonathan Roth, which were deemed to be a useful source of contacts and 
local information. (One responder had experience of a similar activity elsewhere)


5 Would a meeting of “local traders” be useful? 
• most participants were cautiously welcomed the idea, subject to there being clear 

agenda

• Finding a convenient time & place might prove problematic (timing: outside 

business hours; location: StAC or Rec) 


6. Any other thoughts or comments?

• Several businesses would welcome advice on how to attract new customers

• Could the local minibus be used to deliver to local, vulnerable or immobile 

residents?

• local loyalty scheme is appealing, across all businesses.

• need to encourage residents to shop locally, by ensuring all “the basics” can be 

purchased within the village

• allocate a mobile trader’s area for regular use (weekly or monthly)

• several businesses mentioned how much they value the work of and their 

relationship with Clr. Cedric Foster.


Next Steps 

• We are satisfied that there is enough interest for the PC to facilitate a cross-business 
forum. 


• Work with the business owners’ to develop the agenda & format for the initial meeting

• Extend interview programme to other businesses to build interest in the business 

forum.

• Talk to Jonathan Roth about collaboration with the established HI Business group.

• Streetscene improvements are to be progressed by a separate PC working party


Other matters 
• Issues raised that are specific to individual businesses are to be addressed directly 

with them.
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Appendix One 

List of Businesses interviewed 

While this was not a scientifically selected sample, it represents a cross-section of local 
businesses:

• with premises on the High Street

• with premises elsewhere in the villages

• home based businesses

• different types of businesses


Daisy Chain


Print Out


Ray Blake


St Andrews Centre


Histon Chop Shop


The Post Office


Well Pharmacy


The Geographer


Eat the Rainbow


Station Stores


The King Bill
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